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Abstract—A key aspect of online ads that has not been
systematically studied by the computer security community is
their visible, user-facing content. Motivated by anecdotal evidence
of problematic content such as clickbait, misinformation, scams,
and malware, particularly in native advertising, we conducted
a systematic measurement study of ad content on mainstream
news sites and known misinformation sites. We provide evidence
for significant numbers of problematic ads on popular news
and misinformation sites, primarily served through native ad
platforms. This work begins a rich, systematic line of inquiry
into problematic ad content, ultimately to inform technical and/or
regulatory solutions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Online advertisements are an unavoidable fact of the modern web — they are embedded in and financially support the
majority of content websites. Significant prior work in the
computer security and privacy community has studied the
ecosystem of online advertising, particularly in terms of its
privacy implications (e.g., [6, 16, 19, 37–39, 48, 56, 65, 66])
or the use of ads to spread malware (e.g., [40, 55, 69, 70]).
What has not been substantively considered in the security
community, however, is the visible, user-facing content of
these advertisements (except to the extent it relates to privacy,
e.g., people finding highly personalized ad content or ad
targeting explanations “creepy” [17, 64]).
Meanwhile, there is significant anecdotal evidence that the
content of online advertisements can be deeply problematic [33, 41, 46, 47, 57, 62, 63] — consider the examples
in Figure 1, a row of low-quality ads colloquially called a
“chumbox”. These concerns have been voiced particularly
about native advertising, that is, ads that appear to be firstparty content on the hosting website (such as inline search
results or recommended articles) but are actually paid for by
an advertiser. Concerns about native ads include the fact that
they are deceptive: users are not reliably able to identify them
as ads [3, 20, 30, 67, 68] and may click on them thinking
that they are reading another story on a news site. Anecdotally, native ads also commonly use “clickbait” techniques
or other “dark patterns”, e.g., curiosity-provoking headlines
or shocking imagery to attract attention and entice users to
click. Further, these ads seem to often lead to low-quality
content, misinformation, or even outright scams (e.g., cureall supplements) and malware.
Despite these issues — or perhaps because of them — native
ads are appealing to ad networks and hosting websites, as they

Fig. 1. Portion of a “chumbox” native ad banner, showing four ads that
use “clickbait” techniques to entice clicks (such as distasteful imagery,
sensationalism, provoking curiosity, and urgency). Such ads often lead to lowquality sites, misinformation, or outright scams.

have the potential to generate a significant amount of revenue.
Prior work has shown, and native ad platforms themselves
claim that they generate significantly higher clickthrough rates
(0.2% vs. 0.05%) than traditional “display ads” [5, 36, 59].
As a result, online news and media publications, which have
recently struggled to raise revenue [23, 28], frequently host
native advertising on their properties.
Despite these many growing concerns about problematic
content and dark patterns in online advertising, there has been
limited systematic, scientific study of this phenomenon. We
argue that these issues should be a concern of the computer
security and privacy community, alongside the now wellunderstood privacy concerns regarding how those ads are targeted. First, these ads use misleading, deceptive, and in some
cases illegal practices — impacting users financially, wasting
their time and attention, and spreading scams, misinformation,
and malware. At the same time, not all problematic ads
are equally harmful: we must understand the spectrum of
problematic ad content practices, their prevalence, and their
impacts. Second, the locations where these ads appear can
compound their harms: for example, on mainstream news and
media websites, deceptive native ads may benefit from the
trust that users have in the hosting website. Moreover, there
is growing evidence that online ads are used to financially
support news and media websites that spread disinformation
(e.g., [2, 12, 14, 21, 22, 33, 50]). To fully understand the
potentially harmful impacts, we must understand where these
ads appear on the web and how they are targeted at individual
consumers. The security and privacy community has the right
tools (e.g., web crawlers, ad and tracker detectors), experience,
and mindset to conduct a systematic study of this ecosystem.
In this work, we lay the foundation for such a systematic
study of problematic ad content. We present the results from an

initial measurement study of ad content on news, media, and
known misinformation websites, and we surface hypotheses
and directions for future work in the security and privacy
community. Specifically, we focus on the following research
questions:
1) How prevalent are different types of problematic ad
content on the modern web?
2) How does the prevalence of problematic ad content
differ across different types of ads (native vs. display),
different ad platforms, and different types of websites
(news/media vs. known misinformation)?
We performed a mixed-methods measurement study, using
quantitative and qualitative techniques to explore ad content
on popular news/media and known misinformation1 sites in
January 2020. Among other findings, we present empirical
evidence that native ads use problematic techniques significantly more often than traditional display ads. We also find
that both popular news sites and misinformation sites both
run a significant amount of problematic ads, but that this
phenomenon is not evenly distributed — that is, some sites
choose to run problematic ads while others do not. Comparing
ad platforms, we find that Taboola is responsible for serving
the majority of problematic ads in our dataset, that Google
also serves a significant number of problematic ads (though
these represent a small percentage of their ads overall), and
that there are certain (smaller) native ad platforms that appear
more frequently on misinformation sites.
Our results and systematic measurement methodology lay a
foundation for future work to further understand this ecosystem — e.g., studying the concrete impacts of problematic ads
on users, or the ways that these ads may be targeted at
more susceptible populations — in order to ultimately inform
technical and/or regulatory solutions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Our work falls within a tradition of studying the security
and privacy implications of the online advertising ecosystem.
These prior works focused primarily on the privacy-invasive
mechanisms of targeted advertising (e.g., [6, 16, 17, 19, 37–
39, 48, 56, 64–66]) and on malicious advertisements that
spread malware or perpetrate clickfraud or phishing attacks
(e.g., [40, 55, 69, 70]). We argue that the visible content of
online ads — particularly deceptive or manipulative content —
must also be systematically studied via scientific web measurement methodologies.
We note that one piece of this picture has been rigorously studied: network traces leading to software engineering
download attacks revealed that a large fraction were reached
via deceptive online ads [46]. Our view here is broader,
considering a spectrum of problematic content ranging from
time-wasting clickbait to outright scams and download attacks.
1 Information that is deliberately false is often called “disinformation”,
while unintentionally incorrect information is called “misinformation” [31].
For simplicity, we default to the term misinformation, as we do not always
know — and do not aim to clarify — the underlying intent of the creator.

In addition to studies of deception in native advertising
and anecdotal evidence of problematic ad content discussed
in Section I, our work is also thematically related to broader
discussions of “dark patterns” [8] on the web and in mobile
apps (e.g., [7, 27, 49]). Most closely related is recent work
systematically studying affiliate marketing on YouTube and
Pinterest [43, 60] and dark patterns on shopping websites [42],
though neither considered web ads.
Finally, our work adds to a growing, multi-disciplinary
literature studying online mis/disinformation. Most related to
our investigation, evidence is emerging (mostly anecdotally)
that online advertising plays a role in financially supporting
mis/disinformation (e.g., [14, 21, 22, 33, 50]) or directly
spreading it (e.g., [34]). In this work, we begin systematically
exploring one aspect of this relationship, considering the
content of the ads that appear on known misinformation sites.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
We designed a rigorous methodology to allow us to study
the prevalence of different types of problematic ad content. At
a high level, our methodology involved crawling websites of
interest, scraping the ads from these sites, and performing a
systematic manual qualitative analysis of ad and landing page
content for selected samples of ads.
A. Input Datasets
Mainstream News and Media Sites. We collected a dataset of
6714 news and media sites from the Alexa Web Information
Service API [4], which categorizes websites in the Alexa top
1 million by topic. We scraped all domains in the “News”
category, and all domains in subcategories in other top-level
categories that ended in “News and Media” or “Magazines and
E-Zines”. We excluded known misinformation sites.
Misinformation Sites. We compiled a dataset of 1158 known
misinformation websites (spreading political disinformation,
hoaxes, conspiracies, and other misleading and false content)
based on a combination of existing sources [1, 18, 29, 35, 44,
51, 52, 54]. These lists are surely incomplete, but allow us to
study ads on known misinformation sites.
B. Crawling Infrastructure
We built a web crawler using Puppeteer [26], a browser
automation and instrumentation library for the Chromium
browser. Our crawler takes a URL as input, visits the URL,
identifies each ad on the page using the EasyList filter list
for Adblock Plus [15], a popular list of CSS selectors and
domains used by many ad blockers to detect ads and trackers.
The crawler screenshots each ad, stores its HTML content,
and then clicks on each ad, and screenshots and scrapes the
landing page.
Because ads that appear on a site’s homepage may differ
from those on article pages (e.g., some sites show native ads
only at the bottom of articles), we crawled both the homepage
and one article page for each site in our dataset. We found the
URLs for articles using three heuristics: extracting the RSS
feed from the site’s HTML metadata, guessing the RSS feed

by appending “/feed” or “/rss” to the domain, and randomly
clicking links on the homepage and using Firefox’s Readability
library [45] (which transforms web articles into a simpler
format) as an article-detection heuristic.
Clicking on ads raises ethical questions, since advertisers
pay per click. We note that prior works have used similar
methodologies [55, 69] and that even loading ads can lead to
(smaller) costs (per impression). We believe that our measurements were small-scale compared to the overall business of the
companies potentially impacted, and that fully studying this ad
ecosystem, including landing pages, is crucial to understanding
and reducing problematic content online.

targeting, and other techniques [16, 48]. Embracing this reality,
we thus “warm” the profile of our crawler by visiting all the
sites in our input datasets twice, in random order, collecting
data only on the second run (still using new containers for each
site in each run). In other words, we ensure that the crawler’s
browsing profile looks consistent throughout the measurement
to any ad networks able to fingerprint our crawler.
Crawls. We created our dataset during January 15-19, 2020,
successully crawling 6498 mainstream news sites (plus 5831
articles) and 1055 misinformation sites (plus 863 articles).
Across these pages, we detected 81,870 ads, 55,045 of which
were visible HTML elements.

Identifying Ad Platforms. In addition to studying the content of
the ads, we are also interested in the ad platforms responsible
for delivering ads. The process for serving an individual ad is
complex: often many companies are involved in taking an ad
from an advertiser to a publisher, via supply side providers,
ad exchanges, demand side providers, and ad servers. For the
purposes of this study, we attempt to identify the third-party
platform used directly by publishers to allow ads to run on
their websites, such as Google Ad Manager. These platforms
usually appear as a Javascript file or iframe embedded in the
publisher’s website (i.e., the host website).
To identify these publisher-side ad platforms, we use two
complementary approaches. First, we detected well-known
platforms like Google Ad Manager, Taboola, and Outbrain
using CSS selectors that match HTML classes that we determined to be associated with the platform, based on manual
inspection. For native ads that contain multiple ads in a single
area, we also built selectors to split each individual ad into
a separate record in our database. Second, for each DOM
subtree we detected as an ad, we recorded each third-party
resource in the subtree (iframes, anchors, images, and scripts),
as well as any modifications made to the subtree via thirdparty Javascript elsewhere in the document. Post-crawl, we
manually identified the publisher-side ad platform or other
entity (e.g., ad exchange or third-party image host) behind
the 100 most popular third-party resources — we did this by
examining the resources and reading promotional materials
or documentation at the domain of the resources. Lastly, we
labeled the ad platforms we identified in both approaches as
either native ad platforms or display ad platforms, based on
how they describe their own product on their websites.

C. Qualitative Analysis

Studying Site-Based, Not Profile-Based, Targeting. To enable
comparisons between ads that appear on different types of
sites, we wanted to maximize the chance that if we see a
problematic ad, it was served based on the site we were
visiting, not on the fact that our crawler has visited many
misinformation sites in the past.
We thus visit each site using a separate browser instance in
a new Docker container (i.e., containing no tracking cookies
or other persistent browser state), to approximate a new user
without a tracking profile. However, we must assume that
the ad ecosystem may nevertheless successfully track our
crawler, even across Docker instances, using fingerprinting, IP

Finally, we qualitatively analyzed and labeled the ads we
observed on a subset of the websites we crawled. We generated
a codebook to describe different types of problematic ads
we observed in a preliminary analysis of the dataset, with
each code describing a set of ads with similar advertisers,
products, and advertising tactics. Our codes ranged from ads
for things that could cause material harm, such as potentially
misleading ads for supplements and investment pitches, to
ads that people find irritating, such as ads for celebrity news
content farms. The codebook was informed by prior academic
research, regulations, and journalism on deceptive advertising,
clickbait, malvertising, and advertising industry practices [20,
33, 41, 46, 47, 57, 62, 63]. The full codebook with definitions
is included in the Appendix, and these categories are also listed
in each table in our results.
Because we crawled 55,045 ads in total, we could only
manually analyze a subsample of our dataset. For this preliminary work, we coded three different samples of websites,
focusing on sites that users visit most: (1) 100 of the most
popular news sites and their articles, (2) 100 of the most
popular misinformation sites and their articles, and (3) 100
news sites (and articles) that have a similar popularity to
the misinformation set. For the first and second samples,
we discarded sites that our crawler could not reach and
supplemented them with additional sites from the ranked lists
until our sample size was 100 for each. The third sample
allows us to control for the effect of site popularity on the
types of ads that appear.
For each site in the samples, we coded each ad that appeared
on the home page and article page, using a single code per
ad. In total, we coded 2058, 1308, and 2048 ads from the top
100 news sites, top 100 misinformation sites, and 100 similar
popularity news sites respectively, for a total of 5414 ads.
D. Limitations
Our dataset contains a significant number ads of that could
not be analyzed, because they were not initialized and were not
rendered, or because of being occluded by other site content.
Our crawler was unable to take screenshots of approximately
one-third of ads detected using Easylist, because they were
uninitialized and had zero height and/or width. Of the 5413
ads in our manually labeled sample, 1813 had no screenshot

TABLE I
Code
Content Farms
Insurance Advertorials
Investment Pitches
Misleading Political Poll
Mortgage Advertorials
Potentially Unwanted Software
Product Advertorials
Sponsored Editorials
Sponsored Search
Supplements
Problematic Ads Subtotal
Charities and PSAs
Political Campaign
Products and Services
Self-Link
Benign Ads Subtotal
Total Coded
Occluded/Uninitialized Ads
Grand Total

Total
283
96
43
14
29
8
103
50
196
256
1078
17
28
1214
82
1341
2419
2995
5414

Amazon
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

Display Ad Platforms
Concert Google TownNews
0
13
0
0
21
0
0
10
0
0
10
0
0
4
0
0
7
0
0
8
0
0
29
0
0
17
0
0
106
0
0
225
0
0
17
0
0
12
0
8
1050
1
8
28
1
16
1107
2
16
1332
2
16
1666
7
32
2998
9

Subtotal
13
21
10
10
4
7
8
29
17
106
225
17
12
1059
37
1125
1350
1690
3040

Outbrain
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
5
6
6
292
298

PowerInbox
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
4
0
0
2
0
2
6
0
6

Native Ad Platforms
RevContent Taboola
1
178
15
59
6
24
0
4
21
0
1
2
92
0
9
0
177
38
98
66
659
0
0
0
0
0
93
4
17
4
110
70
769
16
72
86
841

Zergnet
87
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
87
0
0
0
0
0
87
45
132

Subtotal
266
74
32
0
25
1
94
9
177
138
816
0
0
96
26
122
938
425
1363

Unknown
4
1
1
4
0
0
1
12
2
12
37
0
16
59
19
94
137
876
1013

Raw counts of coded ads across ad platforms, from the samples of misinformation, top news, and similar popularity news sites. Subtotals for native ad
platforms and display ad platforms are listed inline. The percentage of a particular ad code contributed by a platform can be calculated by dividing the cell
by the row-wise total (e.g., 55% of ads for investment pitches were served by Taboola, or 24/43). The percentage of ads within a platform of a specific code
can be calculated by dividing the cell by the column-wise total (e.g., 8% of Google Ads were labeled as “Supplements”, or 106/1332).

(33.5%), and 1182 (21.8%) were occluded or otherwise did not
contain meaningful content. While the percentage of occluded
and uninitialized ads were similar across our three samples of
coded ads (40-47%), we observed that a substantially larger
number of display ads, primarily from Google, were not
rendered compared to native ads (56% vs. 31%).
To sanity check the quality of the data we collected via
our crawler, we ran the ad detection algorithm described
above in a standard desktop browser on 10 randomly sampled
news and misinformation sites, and found 55.2% of ads were
uninitialized, occluded, or otherwise false positives, compared
to 58.3% on the same sites in our crawled dataset, suggesting
that our crawled data is similar to what users actually see.
We suggest several reasons why some ads were not loaded
or visible: (1) the elements were false positives in the ad
blocker’s detection algorithm, (2) the Docker environment and
virtual frame buffer interfered with the browser’s rendering,
(3) content on the website, such as sign-up interstitials or
cookie banners, occluded the ad content, and (4) the ad
platform chose not to fill the ad space, e.g., due to detecting
our visits as anomalous, low demand for ads, or high latency
during real-time bidding. In drawing our conclusions, we
assume that the distribution of problematic content among the
ads that did not load because of the crawling environment is
similar to that among the ads that did. Future work must validate this assumption and address this measurement challenge.
Additionally, our method for identifying ad platforms was
not comprehensive (we did not identify ad platforms for 20.7%
of the ads crawled), nor does it perfectly describe the entity
“responsible” for working with problematic advertisers. For
example, sites might configure Google Ad Manager to allow
ads from a third-party ad exchange, where many third-party
supply-side providers may bid on the site’s ad inventory. Nevertheless, we chose to investigate the ad platforms used directly

by publishers, as these platforms often have content policies
in place against malicious and harmful content [24, 25, 61].
IV. R ESULTS
A. Which ad platforms show problematic ads?
We first investigate whether native ad platforms are the
primary culprit for problematic content in ads on news and
misinformation sites. Table I shows the count of each ad
content code across all of our samples, comparing their
prevalence across native and traditional display ad platforms.
Based on the subtotals for all native ad platforms and display ad platforms, we highlight several high-level conclusions.
First, a significant fraction of all coded ads contain some kind
of problematic content: of the 2419 ads we coded, 1078 of
(44.6%) them were labeled as problematic. Second, native
ads are indeed primarily responsible for these issues: 87%
of native ads (that loaded during the crawl) were labeled as
problematic, compared to 20% of display ads. Third, however,
display ads do also include non-trivial numbers of problematic
ads (particularly for supplements) — thus, conversations about
ad content should not focus exclusively on native ads.
Next, we analyze the prevalence of problematic ads on
specific ad platforms, from two perspectives. First, which ad
platforms serve the largest absolute number of problematic
ads, contributing most to what users see? Second, which ad
providers serve disproportionately many problematic ads, as a
fraction of all ads they serve?
We observe that Taboola served the largest number of
problematic ads in our samples (61.1% of all problematic ads),
and that proportionally, most of the ads served by Taboola
were problematic (85.7%). Taboola also served a large diversity of problematic ads: we saw examples for all categories
in our codebook except for misleading political polls. By
contrast, other native ad platforms with significant numbers

TABLE II
Top 100 News

Top 100 Misinfo

Article
n
%

Code

Homepage
n
%

Content Farms
Insurance Advertorials
Investment Pitches
Mortgage Advertorials
Misleading Political Polls
Potentially Unwanted Software
Product Advertorials
Sponsored Editorials
Sponsored Search
Supplements

46
18
9
0
1
0
12
14
39
22

12.5%
4.9%
2.4%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%
3.3%
3.8%
10.6%
6.0%

66
21
10
13
1
1
33
11
56
72

12.1%
3.9%
1.8%
2.4%
0.2%
0.2%
6.1%
2.0%
10.3%
13.2%

3
6
5
0
5
3
0
1
6
35

1.5%
2.9%
2.4%
0.0%
2.4%
1.5%
0.0%
0.5%
2.9%
17.1%

62
20
10
5
7
2
16
0
41
73

15.4%
5.0%
2.5%
1.2%
1.7%
0.5%
4.0%
0.0%
10.2%
18.2%

37
5
2
1
0
0
8
14
20
11

9.4%
1.3%
0.5%
0.3%
0.0%
0.0%
2.0%
3.6%
5.1%
2.8%

69
26
7
10
0
2
34
10
34
43

13.7%
5.2%
1.4%
2.0%
0.0%
0.4%
6.7%
2.0%
6.7%
8.5%

Problematic Ads Subtotal

161

43.6%

284

52.1%

64

31.2%

236

58.7%

98

24.9%

235

46.6%

Charities and PSAs
Political Campaigns
Products and Services
Self Links

7
0
179
22

2.0%
0.0%
51.6%
6.0%

0
3
240
18

0.0%
0.6%
45.5%
3.3%

3
10
124
4

1.5%
5.0%
61.7%
2.0%

1
13
143
9

0.3%
3.3%
36.4%
2.2%

4
1
273
18

1.1%
0.3%
72/6%
4.6%

2
1
255
11

0.4%
0.2%
51.7%
2.2%

Benign Ads Subtotal

208

56.4%

261

47.9%

141

68.8%

166

41.3%

296

75.1%

269

53.4%

Total # of Ads Coded
Occluded/Uninitialized Ads

369
466

545
678

Homepage
n
%

100 Popularity Adjusted News

205
255

Article
n
%

402
446

Homepage
n
%

394
594

Article
n
%

504
556

Counts of ads we labeled across our samples of news and misinformation sites. Percentages are computed columnwise (with the total number of coded ads
as the denominator). We do not see evidence for substantial differences in the prevalence of problematic ad content across these samples.

of ads in our samples served a more concentrated selection of
problematic ad types: 100% of the ads on the Zergnet network
were for content farm-style articles and slideshows, and 57.6%
of all RevContent ads advertised some sort of supplement.
Google was the most popular ad platform in our sample,
making up nearly the entirety of the display ads that we coded.
While most ads served through Google were benign ads for
various products and services, 16.9% of Google-served ads
were problematic, accounting for 20.8% of problematic ads
in our samples. While Google’s platform does not serve as
many problematic ads proportionally, due to its large volume
of ads in general, we note that the number of problematic ads
it serves is substantial, second only to Taboola.
These results suggest that while the advertising ecosystem is
large and complex, a large proportion of problematic content
flows through large platforms popular with publishers, like
Google Ads and Taboola. Efforts to eliminate problematic ads
could start by focusing on regulating or improving ad content
moderation on these platforms.
B. Are problematic ads more frequent on misinfo. sites?
We next consider whether problematic ads appear disproportionately more often on misinformation sites, compared to
legitimate news/media sites. We initially hypothesized that we
would see such a difference, because news sites might choose
to include higher quality ads, and/or because the ad targeting
ecosystem might be more likely to serve problematic ads to
misinformation sites. Table II investigates this relationship,
breaking down labeled ads between the three samples of
websites, considering both homepages and article pages.
We draw several conclusions. First, although we see some
differences, the numbers are small — overall, we do not see
evidence for significant differences between the types of sites.

TABLE III
Mainstream News
Avg. # of Ads/Page

Misinformation

Homepage

Article

Homepage

Article

All Ads
Display Ads
Native Ads

5.80
5.57
0.23

6.37
5.22
1.15

2.37
1.78
0.59

5.16
2.79
2.37

All Coded Ads
Coded Display Ads
Codes Native Ads

8.27
6.89
1.38

12.35
9.05
3.30

4.90
4.53
0.37

8.88
6.58
1.38

Average number of ads per page. Top: Ads on all crawled pages. Bottom:
Manually labeled ads. While mainstream news sites tend to have more ads on
the homepage, misinformation sites run more native ads. (Note that the native
ad fraction is an underestimate, since uncommon, unknown ad providers are
considered display ads here.)

In other words, it does not appear that visitors to popular
misinformation sites are significantly more likely to encounter
problematic ads. Second, in all samples, problematic ads
appear more on articles than homepages. This may be because
some sites “hide” problematic ads beyond the homepage.
Without automated classification of problematic ads, we
cannot consider the prevalence of these issues below the topranked websites that we studied manually. However, recall that
our measurement infrastructure automatically identifies a set
of popular ad providers associated with ads. Based on this
metadata, which is available even for ads that did not load
properly, we can estimate the proportion of native ads in our
whole crawled dataset, i.e., thousands of sites.
Table III shows the average number of native and display
ads per page, for sites in our full dataset. On average, we
see that news sites run more ads than misinformation sites
on their homepages, but both run similar numbers of ads on
their articles. However, news sites appear to use a significantly
greater fraction of display ads compared to misinformation

TABLE IV
Top 100 News

Top 100 Misinfo

100 Popularity Adjusted News

Homepage

Article

Homepage

Article

Homepage

Article

43
54
3

44
47
9

24
47
29

42
34
24

29
61
10

40
50
10

Some Problematic Ads
Ads, None Problematic
No Ads

Counts (or percents) of sites in our three samples that include no ads, only “clean” ads, and at least one problematic ad. Problematic ads are clustered: a large
fraction of sites in each sample include only “clean” ads. We caution that these are underestimates, due to ads that were not loaded.
TABLE V
Misinformation
Platform

Ad Format

Ad Butler
Amazon
AuctionNudge
Concert
Google
TownNews
Connatix
Insticator
AdBlade
content.ad
FeedNetwork
MGID
Outbrain
PowerInbox
RevContent
Taboola
Zergnet
Unknown

Display
Display
Display
Display
Display
Display
Interactive
Interactive
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native

Total

Home Page
n
%
1
5
0
0
1322
0
1
3
13
163
8
58
15
20
197
111
69
517

0.0%
0.2%
0.0%
0.0%
52.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.1%
0.5%
6.5%
0.3%
2.3%
0.6%
0.8%
7.9%
4.4%
2.8%
20.7%

2503

Mainstream News

Article
n
%
1
10
0
0
1572
0
0
4
47
495
0
234
148
43
567
452
277
601
4451

0.0%
0.2%
0.0%
0.0%
35.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.1%
1.1%
11.1%
0.0%
5.3%
3.3%
1.0%
12.7%
10.2%
6.2%
13.5%

Home Page
n
%
109
23
2
77
25753
452
20
168
0
3
0
0
694
0
55
1336
89
8928
37709

0.3%
0.1%
0.0%
0.2%
68.3%
1.2%
0.1%
0.4%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.8%
0.0%
0.1%
3.5%
0.2%
23.7%

Article
n
102
50
1
72
20947
321
35
169
18
165
0
75
1470
1
418
5866
558
6939
37207

%

Total

0.3%
0.1%
0.0%
0.2%
56.3%
0.9%
0.1%
0.5%
0.0%
0.4%
0.0%
0.2%
4.0%
0.0%
1.1%
15.8%
1.5%
18.6%

213
88
3
149
49594
773
56
344
78
826
8
367
2327
64
1237
7765
993
16985
81870

Counts of ads from each ad platform, across all crawled pages. Percentages are computed columnwise (with the total number of ads as the denominator).
Google Ads and Taboola are similarly popular across both populations, but many smaller native ad platforms are present on misinformation sites but rare on
news sites, such as content.ad and RevContent.

sites, when considering the full dataset. This result suggests
that as we consider lower-ranked news and misinformation
sites, the gap between the quality of ads on those sites might
be larger than what we observe for the popular subset.
More broadly, Table III also provides large-scale evidence
that misinformation sites heavily leverage the targeted ad
ecosystem for monetization — supporting recent reports [12,
22] and underscoring the need for advertisers and ad platforms
to consider their role in supporting (or combating) these actors.

Due to the challenges with many ads not loading discussed
above, and because ads that appear are not consistent across
page loads, the number of sites that run problematic ads
may be an underestimate. Due to this concern, we manually
investigated a sample of “clean” sites, which indeed appeared
to only include display ads for benign products and services.
Also anecdotally, we observed that sites with problematic
ads are also not created equal: some sites include a mix of
“clean” display ads and one native ad, while others contain
10+ problematic native ads.

C. Are problematic ads evenly distributed across sites?
The previous section showed that problematic ad content
appears roughly equally often, on average, on different samples of sites. However, this result does not imply that all sites
include equal numbers or fractions of problematic ads.
Table IV divides sites into three categories: those that
contain problematic ads, those that do not, and those that do
not have any ads at all. What we find is that sites do indeed
differ on this point: the problematic ads we see are clustered in
32%–57% of the ad-supported sites in each sample, though we
do not see evidence for large differences between the samples.
In other words, certain sites use ad platforms or preferences
that allow problematic ads to run, but others run only or
primarily “clean” ads.

D. Do misinformation sites use a different set of ad providers?
Lastly, we investigate whether misinformation sites use
different ad platforms than news sites. Are there specific ad
platforms that are more popular among misinformation site
operators? We might expect to see such difference because,
for example, these site operators tolerate lower quality advertisements, or because certain ad platforms are willing to work
with misinformation sites but not others.
Table V shows the distribution of ad platforms used by
misinformation sites compared to news sites across our entire
dataset. We see that Google Ads are common in both populations, comprising 52.8% of ads on misinformation homepages,
and 68.3% of ads on news site homepages. Taboola is the

second most common ad platform and most common native
ad platform, especially on article pages, making up 10.2%
and 15.8% of ads on misinformation and news article pages.
However, we see that certain native ad providers, such as
content.ad, RevContent, and Zergnet, are much more popular
among misinformation sites. We note that these ad platforms
also run high proportions of problematic ads (see Table I).
Our results suggest that misinformation sites appear largely
to be able to work with the same types of ad platforms as
mainstream news sites — i.e., we do not see much evidence
that they have been systematically “deplatformed” by any
major providers. These results are consistent with prior work
from GDI showing that misinformation sites generate revenue
from roughly the same ad exchanges as mainstream news
sites [22]. Our data also suggests that with the exception of
Taboola, mainstream news sites tend to avoid using many
native ad platforms that misinformation sites use, perhaps due
to the low quality ad content served by those platforms.
V. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
We argue that problematic content of online — particularly
native — ads should be a subject of systematic study by the
computer security and privacy community. In this paper, we
provide initial results, which raise many additional questions
and lay a foundation for future work. For example:
Larger-Scale Systematic Measurement. Our work considers a
small set of popular sites. While these are (by definition) the
sites users are most likely to visit, our results raise the question
of how things look in the longer tail. For example, perhaps
lower-ranked sites tolerate more problematic ads, or perhaps
(as suggested by Table III) lower-ranked misinformation sites
are worse than similarly-ranked news sites. One key challenge
to a larger-scale analysis is the need for automated classification of problematic ad content; future work might build on
our labels in the Appendix and prior work on clickbait or
adversarial ad detection (e.g., [10, 53, 58]). The methodology
we present can also lay a foundation for future measurements,
but we highlight several additional measurement challenges
that must be addressed: (1) classifying problematic ads often
requires considering both the ad itself and the landing page,
but automatically clicking on ads should be thought through
carefully given that it impacts the ad ecosystem, and (2) many
ads were not loaded by our crawler (perhaps due to anomaly
detection by ad networks due to our clicking). Prior work
on tracking detection either did not have to contend with
the challenge of ads not loading due to anomaly detection
(because it did not require clicking on ads) or did not notice
the limitation (because it did not inspect ads visually).
Role of Ad Targeting. The types of ads that appear on a
website result from a combination of the ad platform’s policies
and partners, options chosen by site’s owner, and the ad
platform’s targeting of the end user. We described and used a
methodology that isolated ad targeting based on hosting site,
not the user. While we studied news and misinformation sites,
other types of sites warrant investigation (e.g., sites targeted

at children). Additionally, we hypothesize that there is an
interplay between problematic ad content and the fine-grained
(and privacy-invasive) user targeting enabled by today’s online
ad ecosystem. Who is being targeted with different types of
problematic ads? Are there some potentially vulnerable populations (e.g., seniors, or people who frequently visit known
misinformation sites) being disproportionately exploited?
Understanding and Differentiating Impacts on Users. Beyond
studying the ad ecosystem technically via web measurement,
it is crucial to also study the actual human impacts of these
problematic ad practices. Not all of the practices we discuss
are equally harmful, and to combat them, particularly through
policy and regulation, we must understand their relative harms.
For example, false advertising and scams are not only problematic but illegal under existing regulations. But is “clickbait”
merely annoying, or actively harmful? Future work should
conduct user studies to help clarify these harms. For example,
how do people actually perceive and interact with these ads?
How much time do people spend on low-quality sites reached
via ads, and how do they value that time compared to the time
they spend elsewhere on the web? How well do the various
“dark patterns” we see work in practice, and on which types of
users — are some manipulative techniques disproportionately
successful, and are some users particularly vulnerable? While
prior work in the marketing literature has considered related
issues (e.g., [9, 11, 13, 32]), these works typically focus on
deception in legitimate product ads and/or do not include largescale measurement studies.
Defenses: Policies, Regulations, Tools. Many ad platforms,
including native ad platforms, have explicit policies against
problematic ad content (e.g., [25, 61]). In our analysis, however, we saw many examples of ads that either violate these
policies or only technically meet them. Understanding the
root cause of this discrepancy requires further investigation:
perhaps some violating ads are difficult to detect, some policies are inconsistently enforced, or the policies as written
are insufficient to prevent the types of ads we identified as
problematic. At the same time, some types of problematic ads
may be annoying, but are not sufficiently problematic to ban
outright (especially by U.S. regulatory agencies, which are
constrained by the First Amendment). Combining systematic
web measurements with user studies (proposed above) to
understand the concrete impacts on end users may provide
clarity on where to draw the line. Beyond policy, technical
defenses may play an immediate role in helping end users. For
example, future work might explore designing and evaluating a
browser extension that detects and warns users of problematic
content in ads, or that blocks only problematic ads.
Last Word. The potential harms of online ads have become a
core interest of the computer security and privacy community
in the last decade. In this work, we expand that focus to
consider the visible content of advertisements. We aim for our
work to lay the foundation to rich future investigations into
this aspect of the online ad ecosystem, ultimately reducing the
spread of misinformation and other low-quality content online.
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A PPENDIX
The table below provides detailed explanations of the problematic ads labels we used.
TABLE VI
P ROBLEMATIC A D C ODEBOOK
Category

Definition

Content Farms

News sites and blogs that contain a high density of ads, often broken up into slideshows to artificially increase ads
loaded. The content of the articles are typically about human interest news, celebrity news, or political news.
Ads appearing to be news articles about people saving money on car or health insurance, to persuade consumers to
give personal information to insurance companies for quotes. The landing page does not clearly disclose that it is an
ad.
Ads for mortgage refinancing, promising large savings, sometimes citing changes to government policies. The goal is
to collect consumers’ personal information and send it to lenders for quotes. Unclear advertising disclosure.
Ads for investment opportunities that make sensationalist claims about their returns, “secret stock picks”, or predictions
of imminent economic turmoil. The advertisers are not affiliated with established brokerages or financial institutions.
Ads that appear to be political opinion polls, about politically polarizing candidates or issues, but require users to
submit names and email addresses — likely for fundraising or advertising purposes.
Ads for software downloads that primarily consist of misleading UI elements, like large buttons labeled “Download”
or “Watch Now”, rather than advertising the name of the product or its functionality.
Ads for consumer products written in the style of a blog post or news article that do not obviously disclose that they
were written by the advertiser, other than in the fine print in the header or footer of the page.
Articles hosted on news sites paid for and/or authored by an advertiser, to sell products or promote their views.
Ads for products or travel packages, but rather than linking to a specific business, links to search results for the product.
Ads for supplements which claim about solve various chronic medical conditions, such as tinnitus, dark spots, weight
loss, and toe nail fungus, but are not FDA approved.

Insurance Advertorials

Mortgage Advertorials
Investment Pitches
Misleading Political Polls
Potentially Unwanted Software
Product Advertorials
Sponsored Editorial
Sponsored Search
Supplements
Charities / PSAs
Political Campaigns
Products and Services
Self Links

Charitable causes, public service announcements, class action lawsuit settlements, and other ads in the public interest.
Ads for political candidates or advocacy organizations, intended to spur people into taking action, including voting,
signing petitions, donating, or other forms of political participation.
Straightforwards ads for various consumer products. No deception about the intent or identity of the ad is used.
Ads that link to a page on the parent domain. Some native ad platforms will recommend both sponsored content and
1st party articles from the publisher.

Labels used to describe ads in our qualitative analysis. The top section includes ad content we consider problematic, based on prior work, while the bottom
section includes more neutral ad content.

